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DUKANE ANNOUNCES 2 NEW ULTRA SHORT THROW PROJECTORS
The Dukane 8115 and the 8104WB LCD Ultra Short Throw Projectors combines an array of
advanced features in a compact, portable design perfectly suited for classrooms of any size.
Small in size, but big on performance, the 8104WB provides vibrant image quality, cost-effective
operation, and long-lasting reliability. Both the 8115 and 8104WB incorporates a cloning function
which enables you to copy setting data from one projector to others of the same model via USB
memory. Plus, Dukane’s Intelligent Eco Mode with ImageCare combines optimal picture
performance with energy savings for a lower total cost of ownership. For added peace of mind,
Dukane’s projectors are backed by the industry leading 5 Year Warranty.
Key features include:
8115
8104WB
XGA 1024x768 Resolution
WXGA 1280x800 Resolution
3,500 ANSI lumens white/color output
2500 ANSI Lumens white/color output
4000:1 contrast ratio
4000:1 Contrast Ratio
4,000 hours hybrid filter
4,000 hours hybrid filter
2,500 hour lamp life, 4000 hours eco mode 3000 hour lamp life, 5000 hours eco mode
ImageCare technology
ImageCare technology
Wireless Compatible
Wireless Compatible
Projector Quick Connect iOS Apple
The MAP for the 8115 is $1595, the MAP for the 8104WB is $1495.
Go to www.dukane.com/av and click on projectors to find the above models.
For more than fifty years, Dukane’s Audio Visual Products Division has provided schools around
the world with technology solutions that helped increase student learning. With a network of
trained professional dealers available to provide personal and localized sales support, Dukane is
committed to meeting each customer’s particular needs.
Since 1922, Dukane has been involved in the development of systems and equipment for the
educational, commercial, and industrial markets. Today, the company is divided into two
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operating divisions which produce diversified product offerings including audio visual
presentation equipment and ultrasonic assembly

Company/product names mentioned herein may be trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their
respective companies.
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